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Abstract

Face masks are an effective and important tool to pre-

vent the spread of COVID-19, including among children.

However, occluding parts of the face can impact emotion

recognition, which is fundamental to effective social inter-

actions. Social distancing, stress, and changes to routines

because of the pandemic have also altered the social land-

scape of children, with implications for social development.

To better understand how social input and context impact

emotion recognition, the current study investigated emo-

tion recognition in children (7–12 years old, N = 131) using

images of both masked and unmasked emotional faces. We

also assessed a subsample of participants (“pre-pandemic

subsample,” n = 35) who had completed the same emo-

tion recognition taskwith unmasked faces before and during

the pandemic. Masking of faces was related to worse emo-

tion recognition, with more pronounced effects for happy,

sad, and fearful faces than angry and neutral faces. Mask-

ingwasmore strongly related to emotion recognition among

children whose families reported greater social disruption

in response to the pandemic. Finally, in the pre-pandemic

subsample, emotion recognition of sad faces was lower dur-

ing versus before the pandemic relative to other emotions.

Together, findings show that occluding face parts and the

broader social context (i.e., global pandemic) both impact

emotion-relevant judgments in school-aged children.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Emotion recognition is fundamental to human social interactions (Niedenthal & Brauer, 2012). Emotion recognition

improves across childhood from infancy to 11 years of age as social interactions are thought to increase in complexity

(Chronaki et al., 2015). Accordingly, childrenwith better emotion recognition skills evidencehigher peer status, friend-

ship quality, and teacher-rated social competence (Denham et al., 2003). In contrast, impaired emotion recognition is

linked to risk for psychopathology, including conduct disorder (Kohls et al., 2020) and depression (Demenescu et al.,

2010). Late childhood is a key developmental period for understanding risk for psychopathology (Costello et al., 2011),

for which emotion recognition plays a prominent role (Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2002). Thus, a better understand-

ing of the factors that influence children’s emotion recognition, including contextual factors or social cues, can provide

insight into both adaptive andmaladaptive socioemotional development.

Research fromchildren andadults shows that emotions are generally inferredholistically from facial configurations

(Pellicano & Rhodes, 2003), such that when some regions of the face are occluded, other features become com-

pensatory diagnostic cues (Gagnon et al., 2014). Nevertheless, research using eye-tracking shows emotion-specific

variation. For example, we fixatemore on the upper face region for sad and fearful cues, but the lower region for happy

signals (Bombari et al., 2013). Likewise, researchon facial actionunits provides evidence for thedifferent contributions

of facial regions across emotion displays. For example, occluding the eyes undermines emotion recognition for fearful

and sad expressions (Gagnon et al., 2014;Wegrzyn et al., 2017), whereas occluding the mouth reduces recognition of

happy faces (Fischer et al., 2012;Wegrzyn et al., 2017).

Despite this literature, few studies have investigated how facial occlusion is related to emotion recognition in chil-

dren, which is surprising given that facial emotion recognition improves rapidly during childhood (Batty & Taylor,

2006; Chronaki et al., 2015). In particular, the neural systems that support perception of emotional faces show sig-

nificant change across childhood (Batty & Taylor, 2006) and older age is related to enhanced performance and speed

on emotion processing tasks (De Sonneville et al., 2002). Importantly, children increasingly spend time with peers in

the transition from middle-to-late childhood into adolescence (Lam et al., 2014). Accurate perception of peers’ emo-

tion signals is vital for social development and academic competence (Izard et al., 2001), with known variability in how

facial expressions are produced by children of different ages (Grossard et al., 2018). However, no prior studies have

explored how facial occlusion is related to emotion recognition by children when emotions are expressed by child

faces.

Added to this literature, the COVID-19 pandemic has created new incentives for understanding emotion recogni-

tion, particularly in children. To reduce airborne transmission of the virus between 2020–2022, mask-wearing in the

United States became largely normalized, and in most states, government mandated. For example, state-issued mask

mandates were in effect in 73.6% of counties betweenMarch 1 andDecember 31, 2020 (Guy et al., 2021) and applied

to children as young as 2- or 3-years-old across daycare and school settings (Mickells et al., 2021). Thus, a majority

of children had to learn to infer facial cues of both children and adults with noses and mouths occluded. Prior to the

pandemic, mask-wearing outside health settings was rare, meaning that few children would have encountered faces

occluded in this way. In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic necessitated major changes to daily routines that altered

typical social inputs relevant to emotion recognition, including school closures, suspension of physical activities, and

“stay-at-home orders” (Griffith, 2020). No studies have explored how changes to social interactions or the degree of

social distancing adopted by families during the pandemic is related to emotion recognition in children, which could
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give insight into the impacts of the pandemic on socioemotional development, as well as the role of social context in

shaping emotion recognitionmore broadly.

Consistent with research on partially occluded faces, mask-wearing during the pandemic has been linked to worse

emotion recognitionamongadults, including lower facematchingperformance (Carragher&Hancock, 2020), impaired

emotion processing abilities (Freud et al., 2020), and reduced emotion recognition accuracy (Carbon, 2020; Marini

et al., 2021). Research on the impact of masking on emotion recognition in children is still nascent, despite childhood

being a critical period for the development of emotion recognition (Chronaki et al., 2015;Widen, 2013). In four excep-

tions, emotion recognition accuracy for masked versus unmasked adult faces was significantly lower among 3–5 year

olds (N=276) (Schneider et al., 2022), 3–5-year-olds (N=31) and6–8-year-olds (N=49) (Gori et al., 2021), 7–13-year-

olds (N=81) (Ruba&Pollak, 2020), and9–11-year-olds (N=57) (Carbon&Serrano, 2021). Across all studies, however,

emotion recognition accuracy remained above chance, perhaps due to the salience of the eye region in providing cues

about emotional expressions (Gagnon et al., 2014; Roberson et al., 2012;Wegrzyn et al., 2017).

All four prior studies of children have in common the use of a behavioral approach where participants assessed

the emotional state of static images of adult faces (but not child faces). Studies differed with respect to the stimuli

used (MPI FACES database, Carbon & Serrano, 2021; Ruba & Pollak, 2020; ER-40 color emotional stimuli database,

Gori et al., 2021; self-created, Schneider et al., 2022), which enhances generalizability of the findings. The studies

also differed in rating procedures (e.g., verbal, computerized vs. card selection responses) and the emotions tested

(e.g., negative emotions [sad, angry, fearful] vs. “basic emotions” [angry, disgust, fearful, happy, neutral, sad]). How-

ever, research is needed that utilizes stimuli with masked peer-aged faces, especially given that emotion recognition

may be more accurate for same-aged expressers (Rhodes & Anastasi, 2012). Indeed, many children have returned to

school or camp settings with mask mandates still in place, meaning that masks may still be present during both peer

and non-peer interactions. Being able to make predictions about the feeling states of peers is essential for successful

peer social interactions and relationships (Barth & Bastiani, 1997; Denham et al., 2003; Edwards et al., 1984) and we

need to understand howmask-wearing is related to this critical skill.

The current study aimed to advance knowledge of different stimulus and contextual factors related to emo-

tion recognition in children. Although, face masks are known to be a highly effective tool against the spread of the

COVID-19 virus (Li et al., 2021), our first aim was to replicate findings from four prior studies showing lower emotion

recognition for masked versus unmasked faces, including, for the first time, child-aged expressers. We hypothesized

that emotion recognition would be lower for masked faces but left as exploratory the question of whether this effect

would differ in magnitude for child- versus adult-aged expressers (though we expected that children would show bet-

ter emotion recognition for child vs. adult actors, regardless of masking, consistent with prior research that emotion

recognition is thought to be more accurate for same-aged expressers; Rhodes & Anastasi, 2012). Consistent with the

emotion-specific relevance of distinct facial regions (e.g., Bombari et al., 2013; Fischer et al., 2012; Wegrzyn et al.,

2017), we hypothesized that masking would be related to worse emotion recognition for emotions expressed more

saliently by the lower regionof the face (e.g., happy) versus upper regionof the face (e.g., sad, fearful). As anexploratory

analysis, we tested whether masking would be differentially related to emotion recognition based on participant age

(De Sonneville et al., 2002). Our second aim was to investigate how pandemic-related disruptions were associated

with emotion recognition. Consistent with prior research suggesting that sensory input can affect emotion recogni-

tion (Plate et al., 2019), we hypothesized that children whose parents reported more pandemic-related restrictions

and concerns (e.g., worry, social distancing, limiting of activities) would show worse emotion recognition. Finally, we

investigated emotion recognition in a smaller subsample for whom data for unmasked faces were collected in the

immediate months before COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic (referred to as “pre-pandemic subsample”). By

including these participants, we could, for the first time, examine longitudinal changes in emotion recognition within

the same children across the time period in which the pandemic was occurring. While we could not directly establish

the facial input that children had received, prior research suggests that children adjust emotion recognition based on

the input of emotions observed in their environments (Plate et al., 2019; Woodard et al., 2021). Thus, we tested the
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hypothesis that emotion recognitionwould haveworsened or stagnated during the pandemic as children received less

exposure to unmasked faces.

2 METHOD

De-identified datasets, analysis scripts, and stimuli are available online at Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/

69pnu/?view_only=e80f144b1fce4cabac3003fa26bef79a). Theexperimental task is available upon request. R version

3.6.3 was used for all analyses (R Core Team, 2019). We used the tidyverse package (Wickham et al., 2019) for data

organization, lme4 package for linear mixed effect models (Bates et al., 2015), and the sjPlot and ggplot2 packages for

visualization (Lüdecke et al., 2021).

2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited as part of the online Family And Child Emotion Socialization (FACES) study, a multi-site

study investigating social competence in late-childhood (data collected between 12/02/2020 and 05/18/2021). The

sample was children aged 7–12 years (N = 131; Mage = 9.13 SDage = 1.16, 66 male, 64 female, one participant did

not report gender; 58.02% White, 14.50% Black/African American, 10.69% Asian, 16.03% mixed race/other; 9.92%

Hispanic or Latinx) recruited from two cities in the northeastern United States (Boston, n = 69; Philadelphia, n = 62).

We focused on 7–12 year olds because during this development period, children rely less solely on the eye region for

emotion recognition (Roberson et al., 2012; Ruba & Pollak, 2020), with evidence that emotion recognition continues

to develop during this age period (Chronaki et al., 2015; Widen, 2013), particularly in terms of speed of recogni-

tion (De Sonneville et al., 2002). Parents were highly educated (.76% less than High School Diploma, 6.11% High

School Diploma/GED 4.58% Some College, 2.29% Associate’s Degree, 26.72% Bachelor’s Degree, 56.49% Gradu-

ate Degree). Two additional participants were excluded for not completing the experimental task. A pre-pandemic

subsample (N = 35; Mage = 9.15 SDage = 1.12, 21 female, 14 male; 11.11% Asian, 41.67% Black/African American,

30.56%White, 16.67%mixed race/other; 25.00%Hispanic or Latinx) had also completed the emotion recognition task

(with unmasked faces only) in the months immediately before pandemic-related restrictions on data collection were

enacted (data collected between 11/06/2019 and 03/05/2020; the World Health Organization declared COVID-19

to be a global pandemic on 03/11/2020).

2.2 Measures

2.2.1 Emotion recognition

We assessed emotion recognition in children and young adults using the Dynamic Affect Recognition Task (DART).

The task includes static images of actors (child or adult) displaying one of five emotions: happy, sad, angry, fearful, or

neutral (Ekman, 1992; Izard, 2007). While use of “basic” emotions has received criticism (Barrett et al., 2019; Barrett

&Westlin, 2021), we focused on these five emotions to ensure that our results were comparable with recent research

on masking in children. Stimuli from child actors were obtained from the National Institute of Mental Health Child

Emotional Faces Picture Set (NIMH-ChEFS) (Egger et al., 2011), a validated set of high quality, color images of children

(50% female, 50%male; 50%Black/AfricanAmerican, 50%White). Adult stimuli were obtained froman independently

validated stimulus set of amateur actors (50% female, 50%male; 36.67% Black/African American, 33%Non-Hispanic

White, 13%Asian, 16%Hispanic/Latinx)with standardized luminosity anddistance (see, Figure1andFigureS1). There

was natural variation in the facial action units conveyed by each actor. However, validation analyses established that

the emotional signals were distinguishable. For the current study, the DART was adapted by adding surgical masks to

https://osf.io/69pnu/?view_only=e80f144b1fce4cabac3003fa26bef79a
https://osf.io/69pnu/?view_only=e80f144b1fce4cabac3003fa26bef79a
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F IGURE 1 Experimental stimuli for the Dynamic Affect Recognition Task (DART), including both unmasked and
newly-addedmasked adult and child faces, as well as the pictorial response scale with emotion labels under each
picture. (a) Stimuli from child actors were obtained from the NIMH-ChEFS set (Egger et al., 2011). Adult stimuli were
obtained from a validated stimulus set of amateur actors photographed at the University of Pennsylvania with
standardized luminosity and distance. For the current study, the DARTwas adapted by adding standard surgical
masks to stimuli using Photoshop Tools. (b) The task used a validated pictorial response scale to reduce reliance on
verbal or written labels (see SupplementalMaterials).

stimuli using Photoshop. All participants saw the same images butwere randomly assigned towhich 50%of the stimuli

weremasked or unmasked (Set A or Set B; Figure 1A).

During the DART, the experimenter explained, “You will match different faces with an emotion. First, you will see a

photo of a person expressing an emotion. Try to think of what this emotion might be. On the next screen, you will see

five pictures of five emotions to choose from. The goal is to match the emotion you saw on the first screen with one of

the five options”.

Participants completed two practice trials (same stimuli for everyone; one unmasked adult sad; one unmasked

adult happy) and received feedback. During the task, each image was presented for 1 s to ensure brevity without

sacrificing number of trials. Following stimulus presentation, participants clicked on the image they believed to best

represent the emotion shown. If the participant did not respond within 6 s, the trial counted as invalid (<1% of trials

were invalid). Participants completed a total of 40 trials (i.e., eight trials per emotion). For each emotion (happy, sad,

angry, scared, or neutral), participants saw twomasked child faces, two unmasked child faces, twomasked adult faces,

and two unmasked adult faces, with one exception: due an experiment building error, participants randomized to set B

saw an unbalanced number of sad adults (one masked, three unmasked). We used a validated pictorial response scale

that depicts prototypical facial configurations (happy, sad, neutral, scared, and angry) with the corresponding emotion

word displayed below each image (see Figure 1B and Supplemental Materials for validation details from an indepen-

dent sample, as well as the description of the facial action units captured by the pictorial response scale, Figure S1).

Prior research supports the idea that children can assess emotion information using pictorial images (Brechet, 2017),

which we intended to reduce reliance on verbal or written labels.

2.2.2 Pandemic-related disruptions

We measured parental worries about the COVID-19 pandemic using a total score of six items that assessed level of

concern about thepandemic (e.g., dying from the virus, family contracting the virus, having financial burden)with items
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rated on a 5-point scale (1= not at all, 5= great deal; see, Table S1 for descriptive data and frequencies for individual

item responses) (α = .86, 95%CI [.83, .90]) (Barzilay et al., 2020; Waller et al., 2021). We also assessed the degree to

which families adjusted to the pandemic using an average score of three items assessing social disruption (e.g., degree

of social distancing, restrictions, and virtual interactions), with each item rated on a 4-point scale (see Table S1 for

descriptive data and frequencies for item responses) (α = .67, 95%CI [.57, .78]). We focus presentation of results on

total scores for both the worries and social disruption scales but also report findings at the individual item-level in the

SupplementalMaterials.

2.3 Procedure

Data were collected via Zoom during a single 30-min session, which included the DART and two other tasks com-

pleted online by children. Following the Zoom session, parents completed an online Qualtrics survey within 2 days.

The survey included questionnaires assessing worries and concerns about the pandemic, social disruptions due to the

pandemic, and demographic information, as well as additional questionnaires that were collected as part of a broader

study on emotion development. Children in the pre-pandemic subsample completed a version of the DART featuring

only unmasked faces during in-person lab visits conducted prior to the pandemic. The data were collected as a part

of the multi-site (masked for review), which included the DART among a battery of tasks and questionnaire measures

during a 3 hr lab visit. Parents provided written consent, children provided verbal assent, and the study was approved

by Institutional Review Boards at both sites.

2.4 Analytic plan

To address our first aim, whether masking influences emotion recognition, we used a logistic mixed effects model and

regressed accuracy on each trial (correct = 1, incorrect = 0) on stimulus type (unmasked = -.5, masked = .5), age of

the expresser (i.e., adult = -.5, child = .5) and the following interactions: stimulus type by age of the expresser and

stimulus typeby ageof the participant. To assesswhether emotion recognition accuracy varied basedonemotion type,

we ran a second model in which we regressed accuracy on stimulus type, emotion, and their interaction. To address

our second aim, and explore whether experiences during the pandemic influenced emotion recognition, we tested the

effects of the pandemic worries and social disruption scales in separate logistic mixed effects models using the full

sample (i.e., dependent variables were the composite scores for pandemic worries and social disruption; see Table S2

for results with individual items). Finally, to investigate change in emotion recognition across the pandemic, we used

data from the pre-pandemic subsample and regressed emotion recognition accuracy on time (before the pandemic= -

.5, during the pandemic = .5), followed by regressing accuracy on time, emotion, and their interaction. For all models,

we included a by-participant random intercept. We also included participant age (mean-centered), site (Boston = -.5,

Philadelphia = .5), participant gender (female = -.5, male = .5), and stimulus set (i.e., which stimuli were masked, Set

A= -.5, Set B= .5) as covariates.

3 RESULTS

Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations between main study variables, including emotion recognition

accuracy, are presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 2 Means and standard deviations of emotion recognition accuracy for each emotion separately for
masked and unmasked faces

Unmasked Masked

Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev

Happy .97 .17 .85 .35

Sad .75 .43 .62 .49

Fearful .95 .22 .85 .36

Angry .94 .24 .92 .28

Neutral .91 .28 .94 .24

Note: Maskingwas related to emotion recognition differently depending on emotion (χ2(1)= 44.15, p< .001). Stimuli included

masked child faces, unmasked child faces, masked adult faces, and unmasked adult faces for each of five emotions: happy, sad,

fearful, angry, and neutral. Emotion recognition was lower for masked versus unmasked faces, and specifically for happy, sad,

and fearful faces, but not angry or neutral faces.

3.1 Aim 1: Emotion recognition for masked and unmasked adult and child faces

First, masking was related to lower emotion recognition accuracy (b = -.58, SE = .09, z = −6.57, p < .001). That is,

children were less accurate at inferring the emotional cues frommasked versus unmasked faces. Emotion recognition

accuracy improvedwith age (b= .20, SE= .05, z= 3.76, p< .001). However, there was no effect of expresser age (adult

vs. child) on emotion recognition (b = .12, SE = .09, z = 1.43, p = .15). Moreover, neither the interactions between

expresser age andmasking (b= -.21, SE= .17, z=−1.21, p= .23) nor betweenmasking and participant age (b= -.14, SE

= .07, z=−1.86, p= .06) were significant (see Table S3 for full reporting of results including covariate effects). That is,

we found evidence for lower emotion recognition of masked faces, regardless of whether the emotion was produced

by a child or adult.

In terms of specific emotions, emotion recognition was worse overall for sad faces compared to happy, fearful,

angry, and neutral faces (omnibus: χ 2(1)= 37.34, p< .001; see Table S4 for pairwise comparisons), but no other differ-

ences in accuracyemergedbetweenemotions. Themaineffect ofmaskingwasqualifiedbyan interactionwithemotion

(χ 2(1)= 44.15, p< .001), such thatmaskingwas related to emotion recognition accuracy differently depending on the

emotion (Table 2). Specifically, participants showed higher accuracy for unmasked versus masked faces specifically

for happy (b = 1.74, SE = .29, z = 6.11, p < .001), sad (b = .60, SE = .14, z = 4.21, p < .001) and fearful (b = 1.31, SE

= .24, z = 5.47, p < .001) faces. However, masking was unrelated to recognition of angry (b = .33, SE = .24, z = 1.34,

p = .18) and neutral (b = -.45, SE = .24, z = −1.82, p = .07) faces (see, Table 2 for means and standard deviations).

There was also an effect of stimulus set (b= .55, SE= .12, z= 4.47, p< .001) with higher emotion recognition accuracy

among participants who were randomly assigned to stimulus set B. However, due to an experiment building error, set

B contained three unmasked and only onemasked sad face instead of two of each. Thus, the significantly higher accu-

racy for set B was likely a methodological artifact arising from participants having to identify one fewer masked sad

face.

3.2 Aim 2: Associations between pandemic-related social restrictions and concerns
and emotion recognition

Frequency data and descriptive statistics for pandemic-related social restrictions and concerns, as well as bivariate

correlations for study variables are presented in Tables 1 and S1. There was no main effect of social disruptions on

emotion recognition (b = .05, χ2(1) = .16, p = .69; Table S2). However, the interaction between masking and social

disruptionswas significant (b= -.34, χ2(1)=4.31, p= .04), such that the effect ofmaskingwas related to lower emotion
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F IGURE 2 Emotion recognition accuracy was
lower for masked faces when children
experienced a greater degree of social distancing
as reported by parents. Parents reported on their
degree of social distancing for three items
(average depicted, see Table S1 for individual
items). As before, as part of the DART, stimuli
weremasked child faces, unmasked child faces,
masked adult faces, and unmasked adult faces.
Masking wasmore strongly related to lower
emotion recognition accuracy for childrenwhose
families engaged in a greater degree of social
distancing during the pandemic.

TABLE 3 Means and standard deviations of emotion recognition accuracy for each emotion separately for prior
to and during the COVID-19 pandemic

Pre During

Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev

Happy .97 .17 .99 .12

Sad .92 .28 .77 .42

Fearful .93 .25 .99 .12

Angry .93 .25 .96 .19

Neutral .93 .26 .94 .25

Note: Time (i.e., measurement of emotion recognition pre vs. during the pandemic) was related to emotion recognition dif-

ferently depending on emotion (χ2(1) = 22.18, p < .001). Stimuli included masked child faces, unmasked child faces, masked

adult faces, and unmasked adult faces for each of five emotions: happy, sad, fearful, angry, and neutral. Children showed spe-

cific impairments in identifying sad faces during the pandemic compared to pre-pandemic, while they showed improvement in

identifying fearful faces during the pandemic compared to pre-pandemic.

recognition accuracy in families reportingmore social disruption (Figure 2). Parentalworries about the pandemicwere

not related to emotion recognition nor did theymoderate the effect of masking on emotion recognition (Table S2).

In the pre-pandemic subsample, there was no overall change in emotion recognition accuracy across the pandemic

(b= -.25, χ2(1)= 1.43, p= .23). However, emotion recognition differed over time for sad relative to all other emotions

(omnibus: χ2(1) = 22.18, p < .001). Specifically, emotion recognition for sad faces decreased over time (b = −1.31, SE

= .33, z = −4.04, p < .001), while emotion recognition for happy (b = .74, SE = .81, z = .91, p = .36), angry (b = .63,

SE = .54, z = 1.18, p = .24), and neutral faces did not change (b = .04, SE = .44, z = .09, p = .93; means and standard

deviations are in Table 3). Finally, children’s emotion recognition of fearful faces improved across the period of the

pandemic (b= 1.56, SE= .77, z= 2.04, p= .04).

4 DISCUSSION

Weinvestigated children’s emotion recognition in the context of theCOVID-19pandemic.Consistentwithhypotheses

and prior research in both children (Carbon & Serrano, 2021; Gori et al., 2021; Ruba & Pollak, 2020; Schneider et al.,

2022) and adults (Carbon, 2020; Carragher & Hancock, 2020; Freud et al., 2020; Gori et al., 2021), children showed

worse emotion recognition formasked happy, sad, and fearful faces versus unmasked faces exhibiting these emotions.

We add to the existing literature by showing, for the first time, the impact of masking for recognizing emotions dis-

played by child expressers. As children spend time in school or camp settings, in many cases with mask mandates
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remaining in place, it is critical to understand how children are making inferences about the emotions expressed by

other children, including on the basis of reduced visual information. That is, teachers and other childcare providers

may need to consider additional strategies to promote emotion understanding during peer or classroom interactions

(Cameron & Tenenbaum, 2021; Sprung et al., 2015).

Notably, masking had amore pronounced negative impact on emotion recognition for happy, sad, and fearful faces

compared to angry or neutral faces. The finding for happy is consistent with our hypothesis and evidence from prior

research that employed eye-tracking and facial action units to establish that the lower region the face (i.e., covered by

amask) is especially important for recognizing happy (Bombari et al., 2013; Fischer et al., 2012;Wegrzyn et al., 2017).

However, our findings are inconsistent with prior research in adults suggesting that the eyes (i.e., still visible with a

mask) are more important features for inferring sad and fearful. Thus, unlike adults, children may suffer more in the

absence of holistic cues from several different regions of the face when inferring sad and fearful. At the same time, we

still observed relatively high emotion recognition accuracy even formasked faces (i.e.,>75%), suggesting that children

can still infer the emotions of others evenwith facesmasked (also see, Ruba & Pollak, 2020; Gori et al., 2021).

In relation to the pandemic, the level of parentalworry aboutCOVID-19 (i.e., total worries score)was not related to

children’s emotion recognition (though see Supplemental Materials for an effect with a specific item focused on con-

tracting COVID-19 and reduced emotion recognition for masked faces). However, children whose parents reported

more social disruptions showed significantly worse emotion recognition for masked versus unmasked faces. One

explanation is that children who experienced a greater degree of social distancing and virtual interactions stayed at

home more where they were surrounded by unmasked faces of family members and thus became less proficient at

inferring emotions frommasked faces. That is, wemay have observed an absence of a practice effect for masked faces

or lack of relevant social input, which would have led children to becomemore skilled in recognizing emotions behind

amask (Leppänen &Nelson, 2006; Plate et al., 2019;Woodard et al., 2021).

We found no change in emotion recognition accuracy among our small subsample of children who completed the

task with unmasked faces prior to the pandemic and again during the pandemic. Despite the small sample size, how-

ever, our findings highlight the need for additional research to better characterize the apparent lack of change over

time in recognition accuracy. For example, no change in emotion recognition over time could indicateminimal effect of

masking on emotion-relevant skills. Alternatively, no change in emotion recognition over time could suggest a stagna-

tion in emotion recognition skills, given that emotion recognition normally improves during this age range (Chronaki

et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2022;Widen, 2013). Indeed, across the full sample,we sawage-related effects on emotion

recognition overall, with older children showing higher degrees of accuracy. At the same time, the follow-up period

between our two assessments (≈12–18 months) may not have been long enough to capture developmental change

in emotion recognition accuracy. Other metrics, including speed of response (e.g., De Sonneville et al., 2002) may be

more sensitive to increases in emotion processing abilities duringmiddle-to-late childhood and should be the target of

future longitudinal efforts.

Notably,while therewas nodifference in total scores for emotion recognition in the pre-pandemic versus pandemic

assessment, we did find emotion-specific differences. Namely, emotion recognition for sad faces worsened across the

pandemic, while emotion recognition for fearful faces improved across the pandemic.One explanation for these diver-

gent findings is thatmasking allows for compensatorymechanisms toexaggerate theexpressionof fearful (i.e., through

the eyes andeyebrows) but stymies such compensation cues for sad (i.e.,more exaggerateddown-turningof themouth

would be hidden under a mask) (Carbon, 2020). This explanation fits with evidence that we actively tune our facial

expressions when communicating with others (Greenaway et al., 2021) and is consistent with some of the data here

in which some participants show high emotion recognition of masked faces. An alternative explanation has to do with

established developmental trajectories of emotion recognition, which already suggest more delayed normative profi-

ciency and less accuracy for recognizing sad relative to other emotions, a trend which may have been exacerbated in

the context of the pandemic (Chronaki et al., 2015; Herba et al., 2006).

There were a number of strengths to the current study, including a new task featuring both child and adult

expressers, masked and unmasked stimuli, and a subsample leveraging a prospective, longitudinal design. However,
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there were several limitations. First, child stimuli came from a database and adult stimuli were generated by actors,

such that emotions may not generalize to spontaneous “real” expressions (Barrett et al., 2019). In addition, while both

stimulus sets were validated without masks, this study is the first use face masks. Task stimuli are freely available

(https://osf.io/69pnu/?view_only=e80f144b1fce4cabac3003fa26bef79a), thus encouraging their use in future stud-

ies. Second, our pictorial scale was new and prior studies have not established whether the pictorial depictions map

consistently onto the emotions expressed by the masked and unmasked faces. Third, the sample was drawn from two

northeastern citieswith ahighprevalenceofmask-wearing and strict social restrictions. Thus, our resultsmaynot gen-

eralize to children who experienced varying social inputs during the pandemic based onwell-documented differences

between states in mask mandates, physical distancing regulations, and school closures (Yang et al., 2022). Fourth, the

parents in our sample tended to be highly educated (i.e., more than half had a graduate-level degree), such that our

results may not generalize to children of parents with lower levels of education, amongwhom the pandemic may have

affected in unmeasured ways that were relevant to our study variables (e.g., ability to socially distance) (Patel et al.,

2020). Finally, although the scale assessing worries about the pandemic had been validated in prior studies (Barzilay

et al., 2020; Waller et al., 2021), items assessing social disruption due to the pandemic not been used or validated in

tasks prior to the current study.

In sum, we used a new paradigm to evaluate emotion recognition during a global pandemic that has disrupted the

richness and quality of social inputs for children.We add to prior research indicating that facial occlusion (in this case,

due tomask-wearing) negatively impacts emotion recognition accuracy.Wealso showed that greater social disruption

exacerbated the negative impact of mask-wearing on emotion recognition. Finally, we show that changes in emotion

recognition varied across thepandemic, suggesting that compensatorydiagnostic cuesmaybemoreeffective for some

emotions than others (Gagnon et al., 2014). Findings underscore the importance of future work to investigate how

children use their social context (pandemic or otherwise) to make sense of emotion cues. Through these efforts, we

can design more effective strategies to target the emotion recognition difficulties that are known to put children at

risk for psychpathology through novel methods that alter children’s social input (e.g., Vajawat et al., 2021).
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